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DRAFT: November 8, 1993 
A PROPOSAL FOR A WORKSHOP ON METHODOLOGIES OF LEGISLATION AND 
LEGAL INSTITUTION-BUILDING APPROPRIATE FOR NATIONS SEEKING 
TO TRANSFORM THEIR ECONOMIC AND LEGAL SYSTEMS 
-ooo-
In recent years, many formerly socialist and third world 
countries have undertaken to transform their economies and move 
politically towards more democratic systems. As part of that 
effort, they have all perceived the necessitj of transforming ~heir 
legal systems to provide the necessary juridical framework to 
facilitate that transformation. Advising foreign governments 
about new legislation and legal institution-building has become a 
growth industry in American law schools and departments of 
economics. 
Most law school and economics department curricula, however, 
include no explicit methodology or theory to guide this work. 
Those engaged find in their libraries practically no academic or 
practical literature about the appropriate methodology of 
formulating legislation and proposals for legal institution-
building likely to bring about the social and economic changes 
their proponents desire. Existing curricula and literature mainly 
remain focused on notions of negotiation and compromise, drawn 
mainly from the us experience of precious little use in 
contexts as different as those faced by the American lawyers who 
serve as consultants to nations seeking to transform their legal 
frameworks to enhance democracy and economic development. 
In particular, almost no literature exists about how to make 
use of foreign law and experience as a potentialiy important 
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input to shaping appropriate new legislation. Everybody decries 
copying laws from another context. Yet/ absent an adequate 
methodology for designing new laws apt to solve time-and-country-
specific problems/ consultants ineluctably tend to fali back on the 
laws with which they have the greatest familiarity; ineluctably/ 
their clients in the states searching for new law seize upon a 
"model" drawn from some other time and place. Despite the 
consultants/ protestations to the contrary/ and government 1 S 
decrying the practice/ in practice copying foreign law constitutes 
the most frequent methodology used for drafting new legislation and 
designing new legal institutions. 
Aside from the penchant to base their recommendations on 
foreign models/ the various projects for aiding the new nations 
draft the new laws they require reflect the absence of core 
agreement about methodology by adopting totally different 
strategies. For example 1 the Houston project for drafting a 
model code for the Russian petroleum industry utilized a joint 
drafting team of Russian drafters/ U.S. industry representatives 
and University of Houston professors. We understand that USAID 
has little in the way of its own law and development capability/ 
and 1 among other projects/ supports the American Bar Association/ s 
Central and Eastern European Law Initiative ( "CEELI") . Most of the 
work of CEELI consists of sending draft statutes to U. S. 
practitioners expert in the particular doctrinal legal issue/ but 
often lacking in law and development or comparative law 
perspectives. While ethical issues are sometimes addressed/ 
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concerns remain. CEELI has rules against conflicts of interests, 
as does the UNDP project for assisting in the drafting of 22 
priority laws for the State Council of China. In the UNDP project, 
Chinese drafters, not 
drafting; the project 
foreign consultants, must do the actual 
aims to enable Chinese drafters to learn 
from, but not copy, foreign law and experience. 
In brief, confusion reigns. Without a theory useful to 
guide investigations into what sort of law and legal 
institutions might best serve a particular country at a particular 
time, all these consultants fly blind. The results will work at 
best serendipitously. 
With a view to 
methodological clarity in 
involving as participants 
achieving greater theoretical and 
this area, we propose . a workshop 
third world drafters, their foreign 
consultants, theorists, and the agencies most deeply involved in 
this work (USAID, the World Bank, UNDP, relevant foundations). The 
workshop would aim to provide an opportunity for participants to 
discuss their present methods of work and draw conclusions as to 
more appropriate theory and methodology for the kind of legislative 
drafting in which they have been engaged. 
We propose a relatively small workshop say about forty 
participants, plus eight or ten presenters to avoid the 
problem of conferences where discussants mainly speak to the backs 
of other people's heads. The Dean of Fletcher School of Law and 
Diplomacy at Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts, has 
offered to host the workshop. We suggest that it last for two 
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days. 
The workshop would proceed from a data base consisting of 
experience in a sample of the different drafting projects -- for 
example, the Houston oil project; the UNDP China drafting project; 
the USAID/ABA project; and others. We would hope to make this a 
true workshop by having the theoretical papers presented while 
still in draft, and circulated beforehand. We therefore should like 
to hold the workshop late this Spring, calling for final drafts 
for publication by about September 1. In addition, we vow to 
avoid the usual problem of workshops, that is, of insisting that 
we will reserve ample time for discussion, and then listing so many 
papers that discussion gets short-changed. 
An important product of the workshop would include a book of 
revised workshop papers that could stimulate further scholarly 
thought relating to the theory and methodology required, as well as 
improved practice in drafting legislation to foster democratic 
political institutions economic development. 
We append a proposed agenda and a guess-timated budget. 
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DRAFT: October 20, 1993 
PROPOSED AGENDA FOR A TWO-DAY WORKSHOP ON 
METHODOLOGIES OF LEGISLATION AND LEGAL INSTITUTION-BUILDING 
-oOo-
DAY ONE 
a.9-9:30: Introduction: the purpose of the workshop 
b.9:30-11:00: Case studies of law and development projects 
relating the economic and environmental laws, 
including presentations of projects and discussion 
of each. These case studies are designed to 
provide a common set of examples for use in 
connection with the subsequent discussions of 
theory and methodologies. 
1. The Houston Petroleum Project 
2. The China UNDP project 
3. The USAID-ABA project 
4. Other? 
c.11:30-12:30 The need for theory and the criteria fdr evaluation 
of theories to support appropriate methodology for 
law and development 
d. LUNCH: Keynote distinguished speaker, offering views on 
theory and methodology of law and development 
e. 2:00-3:30: Law and society theories. Linking law and 
development theories to theories of social change. 
f. 4:00-5:30: b. Law and Economics. Linking law and development 
to neoclassical economic approaches to wealth or 
welfare maximization. 
DAY 2 
a.9:00-10:30: Institutionalism. Linking law and development not 
only to institutional economic approac4es, and also 
to political, bureaucratic and institutional 
forces, and to the explanations and methods of 
argumentation used in justifying legislation. 
b.11:00-12:30: Round table discussion on legislative theory, 
focussing on: 
1. The function of theory in formulating methodology. 
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2. Methodologies for investigations leading to the 
formulation of legislative proposals 
3. The function of Grand Theory in formulating 
legislation (for example, neoclassical economics, 
basic needs, modernization theory, Marxism, etc.) 
c. LUNCH: Panel discussion: Ethical problems in counselling 
on legislation and legal institution-building, 
including conflicts of interest, ideological 
biases, and competence. 
d. 2:00-3:30: Comparative law: uses and abuses. 
e. 4:00-5:30: Concluding discussion: formulating methodologies 
for law and development and issues for future 
research. 
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A DRAFT BUDGET FOR A METHODOLOGY CONFERENCE 
-ooo-
Travel within the US: 27 participants, average $1000 
Overseas travel: 3 foreign drafters @ $2500 each 
Room and board: 30 participants, two 
®$150 per diem 
Luncheon: 2 x 30 x $20 
Office and overhead 
Contingency 
$27,000 
7,500 
days, 
9,000 
1,200 
500 
1,000 
$46,200 
Alternatively, we could ask each participant to get travel and 
room and board from his or her own University or unit. Most of 
the people we are considering asking probably have such 
resources. In any event, however, we would need travel money for 
bringing to the conference some drafters from the countries 
involved. 
